2007 Michigan Basic Skills Series Award Winners

Freeskate 1 Program with Music
1. Katerina LaLonde from Midland FSC (30 points)
   Tied with Samantha Cabiles (Optimist Basic Skills Program) (30 points)
2. Olivia Peterson (Midland FSC) (26 points)
3. Jamie Cornish (Fraser FSC) (14 points)

Honorable Mention:
Amy Hackett
Jennifer Chasseur
Cassidy Marsh
Anna Piecuch
Kasey Cole
Jawaher Dabas

Freeskate 2 Program with Music
1. Adriane Elinski (Optimist Basic Skills Program) (29 points)
2. Kelsey Nickel (Sk8Bay FSC) (22 points)
3. Rose Walsh (Orchard Lake FSC) (14 points)

Freeskate 3 Program with Music
1. Joshua Song (Arctic FSC) (14 points)
2. Hannah Dadles (Big Rapids SA) (8 points) tied with
   Amy Walling (Big Rapids SA) (8 points)

Freeskate 4 Program with Music
1. Mary Claire Bassett (Midland FSC) (24 points)
2. Caitlin Colsia (Sk8Bay FSC) (21 points)
3. Cassandra Wignal (Dearborn FSC) (18 points)

Honorable Mention:
Matthew Song
Megan Upham

Freeskate 5 Program with Music
1. Rachel LaLonde (Midland FSC) (24 points)
2. Eric Standing (Arctic FSC) (16 points)
3. Justine Upham (Big Rapids SA) (6 points)

Snowplow Sam Program with Music
1. Angel Garcia (Sk8Bay FSC) (3 points)
2. Naima Beasley (Southfield) (2 points)

Basic 1 Program with Music
1. Monica Rose Martin (Midland FSC) (4 points)
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Basic 3 Program with Music
1. Elizabeth LaLonde (Midland FSC) (17 points)
2. Madison Seliskar (Sk8Bay FSC) (14 points)
3. Meaghan Hartmann (Ice House SA) (13 points)

Honorable Mention
Kelly Kadlec
Macy Randall

Basic 4 Program with Music
1. Alexis Allers (Big Rapids SA) (23 points)
2. Hannah Reneaud (Midland FSC) (21 points)

Basic 5 Program with Music
1. Gabrielle Wilkins (Midland FSC) (23 points)
2. Elizabeth Grenesko (Midland FSC) (9 points)
3. Melanie Chasseur (Big Rapids FSC) (8 points)

Basic 7 Program with Music
1. Kailee Doak (Midland FSC) (26 points)
2. Annaliese Franklin (Arctic FSC) (5 points)

Basic 6 Program with Music
1. Jacqueline Templin (Big Rapids SA) (19 points)
2. Katie Klier (Midland FSC) (12 points)
3. Chloe Levy (Midland FSC) (5 points)

Basic 8 Program with Music
1. Rebecca LaLonde (Midland FSC) (29 points)
2. Cara Frye (Big Rapids SA) (21 points)
3. Jessica Saldana (Optimist) (17 points)

Honorable Mention
Arianna Seib
Jessica Lennox

Freeskate 4 Compulsory Program
1. Mary Claire Bassett (Midland FSC) (22 points)
2. Caitlin Colsia (Sk8Bay FSC) (20 points)
3. Matthew Song (Arctic FSC) (12 points)

Honorable Mention
Cassie Wignal
Megan Upham
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Freeskate 1 Compulsory Program
1. Samantha Cabiles (Optimist) (27 points) tied with Katerina LaLonde (Midland FSC) (27 points)
2. Olivia Peterson (Midland FSC) (21 points)
3. Jamie Cornish (Fraser FSC) (18 points)
Honorable Mention
    Cassandra Marsh
    Ania Piecuch
    Allison Phillips

Freeskate 3 Compulsory Program
1. Joshua Song (Arctic FSC) (19 points)
2. Marie Kirchoff (Arctic FSC) (12 points)
3. Hannah Dadles (Big Rapids SA) (8 points)

Freeskate 2 Compulsory Program
1. Adriane Elinski (Optimist) (25 points)
2. Kelsey Nickel (Sk8Bay FSC) (14 points)
3. Morgan Wheeler (Arctic FSC) (9 points)
Honorable Mention
    Jacqueline Schrader-Goetz
    Amanda Kisiel

Freeskate 5 Compulsory Program
1. Rachel LaLonde (Midland FSC) (26 points)
2. Eric Standing (Arctic FSC) (13 points)
3. Justine Upham (Big Rapids SA) (6 points)

Basic 3 Elements
1. Elizabeth LaLonde (Midland FSC) (18 points)
2. Meaghan Hartman (Ice House) (14 points)
3. Madison Seliskar (Sk8Bay) (13 points)
Honorable Mention
    Kelly Kadlec
    Macy Randall
    Tye Solis

Basic 4 Elements
1. Alexis Allers (Big Rapids) (23 points) tied with Hannah Reneaud (Midland FSC) (23 points)
2. Brooke Lynn Morse (Chelsea) (9 points)
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Basic 6 Elements
1. Jacqueline Templin (Big Rapids SA) (15 points)
2. Katie Klier (Midland FSC) (10 points)
3. Chloe Levy (Midland FSC) (9 points)
Honorable Mention
Jenna Rautenberg

Basic 8 Elements
1. Rebecca LaLonde (Midland FSC) (30 points)
2. Cara Frye (Big Rapids SA) (29 points)
3. Ariana Seib (Fraser FSC) (8 points)
Honorable Mention
Jessica Lennox
Victoria Terrazas

Basic 5 Elements
1. Gabrielle Wilkins (Midland FSC) (24 points)
2. Elizabeth Grenesko (Midland FSC) (9 points)

Basic 7 Elements
1. Kailee Doak (Midland FSC) (26 points)
2. Annaliese Franklin (Arctic FSC) (7 points)

Snowplow Sam Elements
1. Naima Beasley (Southfield) (12 points)
2. Angel Garcia (Sk8Bay) (3 points)